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Using Apple’s Default Camera

How to Find & Open the Camera

There are several ways to open the camera app.

❖ Swipe through your Home screens, and look for the Camera app icon.

❖ Use Spotlight.  In the center of your screen, swipe down to open Spotlight, then type in 

“camera”.  Tap on Camera where it is listed under Applications.

❖ Open the Control Panel.  Swipe up from the bottom edge of your screen to open the Control 

Panel.  In the lower right corner you will see the Camera icon.

❖ If your device is locked/asleep, the quickest and easiest way to open the Camera is from the 

Lock Screen.  Click the Home Button or the Power Button to wake your device, then swipe up 

from the Camera icon in the lower right corner of the Lock Screen.
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Tool & Options Available with the Default Camera

Once you have the camera open, there are several tools and options available to customize and 

control how your camera will operate.  Along the top of the camera, the following options are 

available:

❖ Flash (recommend keep the flash off, unless shooting in a very dark setting)

❖ HDR (recommend leaving HDR on Auto setting)

❖ Timer (can choose between none, 3-second, or 10-second delay)

❖ Switch between Front-Facing Camera & Back-Facing Camera.  Back-Facing camera is used for 

“Selfies”.

Along the bottom of the camera, you can:

❖ Change the type of picture or video to capture.  Options are:

• Time-Lapse

• Slo-Mo (slow-motion video at 30 frames per second)

• Video  (normal speed video)

• Photo (standard photo, 4:3 aspect ratio)

• Square (square photo for posting to Instagram)

• Pano (for taking panoramic shots).  Follow the on-screen instructions.

❖ View current pictures in the Camera Roll (left side).

❖ Press the shutter release button (round button in center) to capture a picture or begin recording 

video.

❖ Choose a filter (right side) to apply to the picture to be taken (not available for videos).
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In the center of the screen is your view finder.  If you tap the screen, a yellow square with a sun icon 

to the right will appear.  The yellow square indicates where your camera will focus.  If you slide your 

finger up and down on the screen, the camera’s exposure setting will adjust (up for brighter 

exposure, down for darker exposure).

How to Capture a Good Photograph

It’s quite easy to take a photo using your mobile device, but it takes a bit of practice to capture a really 

good looking picture.  Here are some tips and techniques to improve your photos.

❖ Turn on the Grid Lines to help compose and frame your picture!  Open Settings, scroll down and 

tap on Photos & Camera, and make sure that the Grid option is turned on (green).  The Grid 

Lines divide the camera viewer into thirds (Rule of Thirds), horizontally and vertically.  It is best 

to align your primary subject either along one of the Grid Lines or at one of the four intersection 

points (these are called Power Points).  For landscape shots, align the horizon along one of the 

two horizontal Grid Lines.

❖ Hold your device with two hands for a steady and well-focused shot.

❖ Don’t zoom into your subject by pinching on the screen!!  This drastically reduces image quality 

and will lead to pixelization (blurry, grainy photos).  Use your legs to get closer to your subject.

❖ Tap the screen to focus the camera on your subject.

❖ Slide your finger up or down on the screen to adjust the exposure, if needed.

❖ Make sure your fingers are not in front of the camera lens!  Particularly if you are shooting in 

Landscape orientation.
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❖ As you are getting ready to press the shutter release button, inhale, hold your breath, and then 

press the shutter release.  This will also help produce a steady, well-focused shot.

❖ You can also release the shutter by pressing one of the volume buttons on the side of your device.

❖ As mentioned above, I recommend keeping the flash off unless absolutely necessary.  The flash 

tends to wash out your subject(s) and you lose detail in the background.

❖ If you are shooting in a low-light setting, tap the screen to focus on your subject and then slide 

your finger up to brighten the camera’s exposure.

❖ AE/AF Lock.  You can lock the camera to a particular exposure setting and focus by pressing and 

holding your finger on your subject.  A yellow banner that reads “AE/AF Lock” will appear at 

the top of your screen.  Once set, you can slide your finger up or down on the screen to adjust the 

exposure to your desired setting.  With the AE/AF Lock set, you are free to change the 

composition of your photo while ensuring that the exposure and focus remains the same.

Reviewing, Deleting, Quick Edits, & Sharing

After snapping a photo, you can look at and edit it by tapping on the Camera Roll button in the lower 

left corner.  From the Camera Roll, you can also delete or share the photo.
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While in the Camera Roll, it is possible to Edit, Share, Mark as Favorite, or Delete a photograph.

3rd Party Camera Apps

There are hundreds of 3rd party camera apps available in the App Store.  There are apps that provide 

more sophisticated camera controls, apps that give you more power and options for enhancing your 

photos, apps for sharing and social media, apps for creating collages, apps for adding text to your 

photos, and the possibilities go on and on.  I highly recommend that you explore the App Store or 

search the web for what may interest you.  Many are free, and if there is a fee associated, typically 

they only cost a few dollars.  Note sometimes there is a price differential between the camera/photo 

apps for iPhone vs. iPad.  Here are just a few of my recommendations.
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❖ ProCamera 8 + HDR ($5): professional-grade camera controls and effects.

❖ VSCO Cam (Free): manual camera controls, photo effects, ability to add captions, social media 

sharing, VSCO Community to publish your photos and follow others.

❖ ProCam 3 ($4): manual camera control, photo enhancement

❖ Snapseed (Free): filters and photo enhancement

❖ Camera + ($3): photo enhancement, layering and brushing effects, camera control, social media 

sharing

❖ Camera Awesome (Free): developed by SmugMug, photo enhancement, social media sharing

❖ Fotor (Free): photo enhancement, make collages, create posters/cards and “covers” for YouTube 

and Facebook.

❖ Tadaa (Free): photo enhancement and social media sharing

❖ Photo Editor by Aviary (Free): photo enhancement, add overlays and text, “paint” on top of 

photos, social media sharing, add focus/blur effects, blemish removal, whiten teeth.

❖ Manual ($2): professional-grade camera controls and effects.

❖ Photo Grid (Free): photo enhancement, make collages, overlay text and stickers to your shots.

❖ Slow Shutter Cam ($1): allows for custom control of shutter speed.

Camera Accessories

There are many hardware accessories available to either improve your photography or make it more 

fun.

Lens Clips

The built-in lens on Apple mobile devices are quite extraordinary, but they do have limitations, and 

you can’t swap out lenses like you can on a DSLR camera.  For example, you can’t optically zoom in 

on a subject.  However, there are several manufacturers offering clip-on lens kits to enhance your 

optical capabilities.  Typically, these kits come with wide-angle, fish-eye, macro, and telephoto lens 

clips.  Price ranges from $70 to $300.  Some recommendations are kits made by Olloclip (best value at 

$70), iPro (most expensive, but highest quality optics), Photojojo, iZZi Gadgets, …..
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Tripods, Monopods, Camera Stands

For low-light conditions, videography, or if you (the shooter) want to be in the picture, tripods and 

camera stands can come in really handy and improve your shooting.  The GorillaPod pictured below 

shows some nice flexibility to make capturing a great shot easier.
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Selfie Sticks

Welcome to the Selfie Revolution!  Now you can record every moment of your life and be in the shot 

too!  Don’t forget your Duck Face!

I encourage to learn all the types of selfies and practice!

http://www.complex.com/pop-culture/2013/10/the-15-types-of-selfies/the-way-too-much-effort-

collage-selfie
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